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Question: Sources of Debt Crises?

Fundamentals
productivity
tax capacity
debt outstanding
bailout
state of banking system
etc.

Beliefs
pessimism about repayment generates high rates (Calvo, ...)
rollover crisis (Cole-Kehoe, ...)

Fundamentals and Beliefs
Beliefs matter iff Fundamentals are“right” (or wrong!)
tiny change in Fundamentals may imply huge changes in rates

Empirical Studies include:
DeGrauwe-Ji
Bi Traum (fundamentals only)
Bocola - Dovis (CK using Italian data, limited role for
non-fundamental risk)
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This Paper

beliefs matter ala Calvo

quantitative assessment

main findings

build sunspot equilibrium in dynamic framework
fundamentals and beliefs interact
stochastic process for output is key to construction
expectations sovereign debt crises are “empirically plausible”
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Thoughts: General

How distinguish fundamentals and beliefs empirically?

usual argument, ala de Grauwe-Ji, is that fundamentals are not
enough: claim the residual
Identification of Fundamentals from Beliefs is Huge Challenge
Estimated Model with both sources needed

Is this Europe?
multiple interacting countries

common monetary authority
bailout
cross-holdings of debt

institutions are noted when needed but not integral
model not adequately matched with European data on
borrowing, rates, etc.
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Thoughts: Model

Calvo components

strategic complementarity:R → P(default)→ R
common but important: country chooses how much debt to
issue not debt service
multiplicity for only some values of ω (and thus debt):
fundamentals matter here
discrete income states matter here .... why?

Dynamic Version

low vs high growth regimes.
if default: no re-entry, output loss, growth loss
timing

V nd(W , g , s, ·) =
maxB′u(c) + βE [max{V nd(W ′, g ′, s ′, ·),V d(W ′, g ′, s ′, ·)}]
C = W + B ′

W ′ = Y ′ − R(B ′, g , s)B ′

B ′ ≤ B̄



Equilibria

(dotted blue) growth states. The solid lines depict the selected schedules for the good

sunspot (Figure 7a) and the bad sunspot (Figure 7b).

While in the high-growth state, the schedules associated with the good and bad

sunspots are the same, but that is not the case for the low growth state. In the low-

growth state, for intermediate levels of debt, interest rates can be either low or high

depending on the sunspot.

Figure 7: Interest rate schedules under benchmark calibration

(a) low interest rate schedules

(b) high interest rate schedules

In this model, expectations play a role when fundamentals are weak. The reason for

this state-dependent role of expectations is the following. In periods of low growth, the

probability of observing low growth in the future is high. For this reason, if the borrower

is expected to default in the low growth state, the interest rate must be high. This

high interest rate will, in turn, induce the borrower to default in the low-growth state,

confirming the expectations. This will happen even for low debt levels. If the borrower

is not expected to default in the low-growth state, however, the interest rates will be

relatively low and the borrower will be able to issue a larger amount of debt without

risking default next period. This translates into a large region of multiplicity, in which

for intermediate levels of debt, interest rates can be either high or low depending on

expectations.
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Implications

state dependent multiplicity: only in low growth state

relative to the data

generally difficult to match overall moments of
debt/gdp,premia, default rates. do they?
R(B ′, ·) usually falls so fast that there is no default and no
premium
do we see any attempt to match crises in these countries?
can we use the model to help distinguish fundamentals from
beliefs in the data? Can we generate similar sample path using
fundamentals alone?

text talks about intervention but there is none in the model.



Thoughts: Quantitative Analysis

Parameterization

” a subset .... are standard”: what does that mean?
two state income growth process:

state: “.. crucial for expectations playing a role in the model”
why so important? can other parameters offset this choice?
where is the effect of default (Argentina) over the sample?

estimate sunspot process? just set pG = 0.95
low β!!!

Methodology

Finding Multiple Equilibria: selection → value function →
selection
growth impacted by default but not by prospect of default
timing is crucial here: sunspot is about the future.



Table: Argentina Facts

year Debt GDP ratio GDP growth rate

1997 0.327 6.8
2002 1.525 -11.8
2018 0.861 -3.5 (??)

Is the model consistent with these patterns?

magnitudes

comovement

dynamics



Dynamics and Regime Shifting

high growth state: Debt/GDP around 85%, 10.9% interest
rate

bad sunspot implies higher debt to GDP despite a 46%
interest rate ...

use this scenario to interpret a potential European debt crisis.

use ECB to explain why this was averted



Dynamics



A Scenario: Whose?



Back to the Question

What did we Learn?

construction of multiple equilibria in a dynamic setting
growth regimes interact with multiplicity
qualitative quantitative predictions

Policy Implications: Interventions to prevent Crises

Fiscal Policy
Monetary Policy: Whatever it Takes?
Euro Bonds



Concluding Thoughts

Could this Happen?

creative dynamic version of Calvo style multiplicity
scenarios show possibilities of model

Did this Happen? Not Clear

paper studies a scenario
likelihood is unknown
matching moments missing
matching institutions missing

To Do

Take Model to the Data
Build in key components of the European Structure
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